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ABSTRACT

In this paper we introduce a framework that represents environ-
mental texture sounds as a linear superposition of independent
foreground and background layers that roughly correspond to en-
tities in the physical production of the sound. Sound samples are
decomposed into a sparse representation with the matching pur-
suit algorithm and a dictionary of Daubechies wavelet atoms. An
agglomerative clustering procedure groups atoms into short tran-
sient molecules. A foreground layer is generated by sampling
these sound molecules from a distribution, whose parameters are
estimated from the input sample. The residual signal is modelled
by an LPC-based source-filter model, synthesizing the background
sound layer. The capability of the system is demonstrated with a
set of fire sounds.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many sounds in our daily surroundings have textural properties—
yetsound textureis a term difficult to define, because these sounds
are often perceived subconsciously and in a context-dependent way.
Sound textures exhibit some of the statistical properties that are
normally attributed to noise, but they arguably do convey informa-
tion; not so much in an information theoretic sense, but rather as
a carrier of emotional and situational percepts [14]. Indeed, sound
texture—often denotedatmosphere—forms an important part of
the sound scene in real life, in movies, games and virtual environ-
ments.

Current sound texture synthesis models don’t normally take
the physical and perceptual characteristics of a specific source sound
type into account. Concatenative or granular methods, suchas the
ones in [7, 13, 16] capture the characteristics of the sourcema-
terial by segmenting the original sound into small segmentsand
reassembling them according to a statistics either estimated from
the source or based on heuristics. Other models borrow from re-
lated fields in signal processing, for example by extending an LPC-
based source-filter model with a model of the residual’s temporal
variations [1, 18] or by learning coefficient sequences in wavelet
domain representations [5]. Parametric statistical models promise
insight into possible dependencies between a sound’s wavelet co-
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efficients, but can suffer from large parameter spaces and overfit-
ting when applied to synthesis [8].

In [6], the author presents a physically inspired synthesismodel
for fire sounds that incorporates the following three main compo-
nents:lapping, “combustion of gases in the air”,crackling, “small
scale explosions caused by stresses in the fuel” andhissing, “regu-
lar outgassing, release of trapped vapor” ([6], p. 412). In our work
we intend to capture these characteristic elements of fire sounds by
modelling them individually. In particular, we model thecrackling
component as a foreground layer represented by atoms in a sparse
decomposition and thelappingandhissingcomponents as a back-
ground layer, represented by the linear prediction coded residual of
the sparse decomposition. The motivation behind this segmented
model is the hope to lay the foundation for independent manip-
ulation of the different layers during synthesis, thereby obtaining
meaningful parameterisation for the synthesis model.

In previous work [9] we have modelled water stream sounds
by first decomposing them in an overcomplete sparse representa-
tion by using the matching pursuit algorithm [12] and a dictionary
of Gammatone atoms [11]. The atomic representation is intended
to represent thebubblecomponent of the water stream sounds and
is statistically modelled by estimating a smoothed histogram of
atom inter-onset intervals. The residual, representing mostly un-
correlated water noise is modelled by estimating the statistics of
filter coefficients in the cascade time-frequency linear prediction
(CTFLP) framework [1].

In this paper we extend this framework to fire sounds; in order
to take into account the cross-atom correlations during thesharp
transients usually found in fire sounds ([6], p. 412), we employ
a Daubechies wavelet dictionary for obtaining the sparse decom-
position matrix, which in a second step is subject to an agglomer-
ative clustering procedure that groups atoms close in time or fre-
quency intomolecules. These groups of atoms are then treated as
individualcracklingevents in the statistical modelling component.
The sparse decomposition residual is assumed to contain mostly
coloured noise from thelappingand andhissingcomponents and
is modelled with the CTFLP method mentioned above.

The rest of this paper is organised in the following way: In sec-
tion 2 we introduce the signal representation and estimation meth-
ods that constitute our modelling framework; in 3 we presentsome
example sounds, the parameters used for modelling their charac-
teristics and synthesis results; in 4 we conclude our findings and
provide an outlook on future work.
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2. METHOD

2.1. Sparse Decomposition via Matching Pursuit

Following [15], a sparse decomposition of a sampled sound signal
x[t] is a linear combination ofN amplitudessn and sound atoms
φn[t] :

x[t] = x̂[t] + ǫ[t] =

N
X

n=1

snφn[t] + ǫ[t], (1)

whereǫ[t] represents the residual. Each atomφn[t] is a temporally
shifted (byτn) version of one of theJ atomic prototypesψj [t]:

φn[t] = ψjn
(t− τn), (2)

Matching Pursuit (MP) [12] is an iterative greedy method that
can be used to obtain the decomposition in Equations 1 and 2. In
each iteration, the atomic functions of the dictionary are correlated
with the signal and the atomic function with the highest correlation
is subtracted, yielding a residual signal. This process is repeated
with the residual until a stopping criterion, in our case a predefined
signal to residual ratio, is reached.

2.1.1. Daubechies Dictionary

The discrete wavelet transform decomposes a signalx(t) into atoms
of shifted and dilated bandpass wavelet functionsψ(t) and shifted
versions of a lowpass scaling functionψ0(t), i.e. the signal is rep-
resented on multiple time scalesK and frequency scalesJ .

In our work we don’t employ the time dilation structure of the
wavelet transform as in [4], but we use an overcomplete dictionary
of J wavelet bandpass functionsψj(t), that were generated by the
inverse discrete wavelet transform of a wavelet tree with a single
impulse on each of the scales respectively:

ψj(t) ≡ 2−j/2
ψ(2−j

t) (3)

The filters approximately span the whole audible frequency
range and have a coupling between the length of their support
in the time and frequency domains, effectively providing low fre-
quency narrow band filters with long support and high frequency
broad band filters with short support along an octave frequency
scale.

Following our work in [8], where a Daubechies wavelet base
provided a good representation for fire sounds, we chose an over-
complete dictionary of Daubechies wavelets functions withten
vanishing moments [3], evaluated atJ = 9 scales with dilations
corresponding to all possible shifts of the function (see Section
2.1).

2.2. Sound Molecules via Agglomerative Clustering

Let x[t] be a sound decomposed according to Equation 1. Follow-
ing [17], for a distance thresholdθ we build the upper-triangular
adjacency matrixA, defined by:

anm =



1, d(φn, φm) ≤ θ,

0 else.
(4)

where1 ≤ j, n ≤ N, n ≤ m ≤ N andd(φn, φm), the dis-
tance measure based on temporal/spectral centroid/spreadof the
two atoms (7).

d(φn, φm) =
p

wtdt(φn, φm)2 + wsds(φn, φm)2 (5)

dt(φn, φm) = tc(φn)−tc(φm)
ts(φn)+ts(φm)

(6)

ds(φn, φm) = sc(φn)−sc(φm)
ss(φn)+ss(φm)

(7)

Heretc(φ), ts(φ) are the temporal centroid and spread of atom
φ andsc(φ), ss(φ) are the spectral centroid and spread. By using
the distance measured instead of correlation as used in [17] we can
have non-zero distances for two close but short non-overlapping
atoms, even though the dictionary is not divided into transient and
tonal atoms. The coefficientswt andws weigh the relative con-
tributions of the temporal and spectral components, respectively,
to the distance measure. They are model parameters that haveto
be tuned for each sound in order to obtain the desired shape and
number of molecules.

All atoms that are pairwise sufficiently close with respect to
their temporal and spectral centroid are collected to form asound
molecule. For this objective, the molecule atoms are weighted by
their coefficientssn. Starting from the first row inA, for all non-
zeroanm the corresponding coefficient/atom pair is added. Then,
the algorithm looks for the next row sharing non-zero entries with
the first row and adding the atom/coefficient pairs that are not yet
part of the sum. This is iteratively continued until no more new
atoms can be found.

2.3. Cascade Time Frequency Linear Prediction

Cascade time frequency linear prediction (CTFLP) is a combina-
tion of linear predictive coding (LPC) and frequency domainlinear
prediction (FDLP) that has been used for coding textural sounds by
[1] and [18]. The intention is to capture both the spectral envelope
characteristics of the source signal by conventional LPC and the
envelope of the temporal fine structure by applying linear predic-
tive coding to the LPC residual in the frequency domain.

The signal is first divided into overlapping frames with frame
sizeN and hopsizeH . Each frame is multiplied by a smoothing
window and encoded by the LPC to obtain coefficients for an IIR
filter that approximates the spectral envelope of the signalwithin
the frame. After whitening the signal by applying the inverse en-
velope and the inverse window, the residual is transformed to the
frequency domain with the discrete cosine transform. The fre-
quency domain coefficients are subject to another LPC step that
yields filter coefficients for a filter that approximates the square of
the Hilbert envelope of the frame’s temporal structure. We also
estimate the residual energy after applying CTFLP and storeit as
a single coefficient.

The inverse procedure starts by generating a sample of white
noise for each frame, transforming to the frequency domain with
the DCT, imposing the temporal envelope filter, transforming back
to the time domain with the inverse DCT, windowing and imposing
the spectral envelope filter.

2.4. Foreground event density estimation

For modelling the foreground layer we assume that the constituent
events are produced by a Poisson process, i.e. that the distribu-
tion of inter-event intervals –or conversely, theevent densityper
time interval– is independent of all other events and, in ourcase,
stationary. We estimate the inter-event distribution by applying
kernel density estimation to the time intervals measured from the
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SNR t wt ws

fire1 18 40 1 1
fire2 6 600 1 1
fire3 18 200 1 1
fire4 15 200 1 2
fire5 18 250 1 4
fire6 6 200 1 1

Table 1: Sparse decomposition and agglomerative clustering pa-
rameters for each of the six fire sounds: Signal-to-noise ratio SNR
in dB, distance function thresholdt, temporal distance weightwt

and spectral distance weightws.

events built in the molecule agglomeration step from Section 2.2.
Note that for estimating inter-event intervals we measure the dis-
tance between two events’ temporal centroids, not their onsets.

3. EXAMPLES

For our experiments we chose six samples of fire sounds. We ex-
tracted the first 10 seconds of the left channel of each sound in
order to limit processing time. All sounds were sampled at their
original sampling frequency of44.1kHz.

Each sound was then decomposed into an atomic representa-
tion using the Matching Pursuit Toolkit [10], an efficient imple-
mentation of the Matching Pursuit algorithm described in Section
2.1. We used a dictionary ofJ = cn = 9 Daubechies wavelet
bandpass filters with ten vanishing moments that were generated
as described in Section 2.1.1. We performed the sparse decom-
position for each sound individually until a 18 dB ratio between
the atomic part and the residual was reached. We also recorded,
during the decomposition process, the signal to noise ratio(SNR)
associated with each matching pursuit iteration, in order to be able
to adapt the actual SNR used when estimating the synthesis model
parameters to each sound separately.

The atoms obtained in the decomposition step were then grouped
into higher level molecules using the agglomerative clustering al-
gorithm described in Section 2.2. The goal here is to transform the
atomic sparse representation into a “molecular” sparse representa-
tion, were molecules correspond to individual foreground events
in the source sound. Table 1 lists the parameters used for decom-
position and clustering, i.e. the signal to noise ratio of the decom-
position, the distance function threshold that determineswhether
two atoms are considered “close” according to their distance and
the weights for the temporal and spectral components respectively
of the distance function.

For resynthesis, the resulting molecules were treated as indi-
vidual events and a smoothed histogram of the inter-event intervals
was estimated by kernel density estimation [2]. The generation al-
gorithm then simply draws a molecule uniformly from the set of
all molecules, reconstructs it at the current point in time,draws a
delta timeδt from the inter-event interval distribution, updates the
current time byδt and proceeds until a maximum output sound
duration has been reached1.

1Note that although in our experiments all processing was performed
offline, the resynthesis process is causal and readily suitable for realtime
implementation.

N H Ns Nt w(n)

1024 256 20 20 0.5
“

1 − cos 2πn
N−1

”

Table 2: CTFLP parameters used for encoding the residual: Frame
sizeN , hop sizeH , number of spectral envelope coefficientsNs,
number of temporal envelope coefficientsNt a and the window
functionw(n) (Hann).

The residual, in the ideal case containing only coloured back-
ground noise, is first coded by the CTFLP process described in
section 2.3, yielding a total of 41 filter coefficients per frame (20
for describing the spectral envelope, 20 for the temporal envelope
and one for the residual noise energy). Table 2 lists the parameters
used in the encoding process.

During resynthesis new CTFLP frames were drawn indepen-
dently from the set of all analysed frames, concatenated andcon-
verted to the time domain by the inverse CTFLP. Both synthesized
signals, foreground events and background noise, were thensuper-
imposed to obtain the final synthesized result. All of the sounds
are available online2 in four versions: The original sound, the syn-
thesized foreground (_fg.wav) and background (_bg.wav) individ-
ually and the synthesized mixture of foreground and background
(_fg+bg.wav).

Since one of the objectives in our work is to agglomerate atoms
from a sparse representation into higher level molecules that cor-
respond to perceptual foreground events. The signal dependent
distance function threshold and the relative weights of thetempo-
ral and spectral distance function components are of crucial im-
portance. While in these experiments the parameters have been
tuned by trial and error, heuristically setting the threshold close or
slightly above the mean distance of all the atoms in the represen-
tation led to acceptable results.

Figure 1 shows three molecules from three different sounds:
The first, fire3, contains relatively isolated events that can also
be identified in the molecules built. The second,fire6, contains
mostly low-frequency rumble and the molecules span the maxi-
mum length allowed by the agglomeration process. In the third
example the molecules span multiple foreground events, which in-
dicates that the relative weightswt andws have not been optimal
for this sound.

All of the synthesized sounds (except the one forfire1) exhibit
a certain smearing of the sharp transients which can be attributed
to the shape of the Daubechies wavelet filters we employed, which
don’t seem to be able to capture the full transient content.

The resynthesized residuals exhibit mainly two artefacts:The
smearing of transients and bursts of noise that are not synchronised
with the foreground events and let the resynthesis appear “noisier”
than the original. The first can be explained by the analysis win-
dow frame and hop size for the CTFLP coding, which determines
the tradeoff between uncertainty in the temporal and the spectral
envelope.

Both artefacts are related to the problem of determining thede-
composition depth, i.e. the SNR threshold at which to stop sparse
coding and start residual coding. Some of the sounds, in particu-
lar fire3, contain explosion tails that follow the transient impulses
but are not captured by the sparse model. Consequently thereis

2http://tinyurl.com/cv4unp4
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Figure 1: Molecules found by the agglomerative clustering process from three different sounds,fire3, fire6 andfire5.
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to be expected a high correlation between foreground eventsand
background residual that would need to be taken into accountfor
synthesis, e.g. by making the residual frame distribution depen-
dent on the energy of the foreground events. Another aspect is that
our current model assumes that each CTFLP is independent of its
predecessors in time, i.e. temporal correlations between successive
residual frames are not captured by the statistical model. In order
to adapt the sparse decomposition threshold to the ability of the
background model to encode the residual, the threshold should not
be a fixed SNR, but rather depend on the properties of the residual
noise after CTFLP coding, e.g. the flatness of its power spectrum.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work our motivation has been to decompose natural
texture sounds into perceptually meaningful elements thatcan be
manipulated separately during synthesis in order yield a variety
of sounds from a single model. We have cast the objective intoa
framework that first decomposes a sound into atoms and residual
and applies different resynthesis strategies to both parts.

While the foreground event extraction by agglomerative clus-
tering works very well for sounds where foreground and back-
ground are clearly separated by the sparse decomposition, it fails
to separate sharp transients from background noise when both are
mixed in the sparse representation.

Our next steps in this line of research will be to formulate pro-
cedures that optimise some of the analysis parameters in a signal
dependent way. The sparse decomposition threshold should be set
in accordance with the ability of the background model to rep-
resent the residual, and the molecule clustering algorithmcould
be extended by placing a prior on the shape and density of the
molecules that are to be expected in a given sound.

We also started to apply the framework to the water stream
sounds from [9], where we hope to improve the synthesis quality
for those sounds that are not modelled well by independent band-
pass responses.

Finally, in future work we intend to develop meaningful trans-
formations that employ the multi-level representation framework,
for example by modifying the inter-event interval distribution in
order to create fire textures of varying density.
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